
With first base still being in front of the
player, the shoulders will be aligned for
a throw. The player should use the
regular funnel and thumbs down technique
when fielding the ground ball.

FIELDED ON DIRT

The second baseman fielding a slow roller
on the grass should tuck their glove to their
chest after funneling. This will automatically
align their shoulders for a throw to first base.
With first base behind them, the glove tuck
takes care of the shoulder alignment.

FIELDED ON GRASS

Slow roller:
Fielded on dirt =
NO tuck

Slow roller:
Fielded on grass =
Tuck the glove

SLOW ROLLER
The second base fielder
uses different techniques
depending on whether
they get to the ball on
the dirt or on the grass.

1. Field the ball
2. Funnel
3. Replace feet - 180° hop - landing with
    right foot where the left foot was and
    left foot where the right foot was
4. Firm throw to SS

REPLACE FEET
Used when ball is further
to the fielder’s left -
3+ steps - and can still
be fielded in middle of
body

1. Field the ball
2. Funnel
3. Pivot feet so they are pointing at 2B
4. Left shoulder should point ‘uphill’ for
    throw to 2B
5. Throw

PIVOT FEED
Used when ball is hit
2-3 steps to the fielder’s
left

1. Field the ball - no funnel
2. Thumb on top of baseball
3. Uphill toss while crossing over with left
    foot
4. Follow the toss

UNDERHAND TOSS
Used when fielder has
any momentum moving
toward 2B

1. Field the ball - no funnel
2. Thumb underneath ball & stiff wrist
3. Uphill toss while crossing over with left
    foot
4. Finish with fingers up and say ‘Hi’ to SS
5. Follow the toss

BACKHAND TOSS
Used when ball is hit right
at fielder or when they are
coming in toward grass

1. BACKHAND TOSS - any ball right at the fielder on in toward the grass
2. UNDERHAND TOSS - any ball to fielder’s right (toward 2B)
3. PIVOT FEED - ball hit 2-3 steps to fielder’s left
4. REPLACE FEET - ball hit 3+ steps to fielder’s left but able to field in front/middle of body
5. REVERSE SPIN - ball hit to fielder’s left that has to be fielded outside (left of) body

DOUBLE PLAY FEEDS
Five double play feeds overview

1

2 3 4 5

NOTES:
 >> Feeds that use a TOSS (1 & 2) do not use the ‘funnel’ step of the 6Fs
 >> Fielder should try to feed the ball at an ‘uphill’ trajectory to the SS

1. Left toe on back side and
    middle of base
2. Right foot on left field side
    of base
3. Glove and throwing hand
    fingers pointing at player
    throwing the ball

DOUBLE PLAY
TURNS
2B Setup

2B - GROUND BALL - SLOW ROLLER

2B - Double Play - Feeds


